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Stochastic Integration on the Full Fock Space
with the Help of a Kernel Calculus

By

Roland SPEICHER*

Abstract

We develop a stochastic integration theory with respect to creation, annihilation and
gauge operators on the full Fock space. This is done by using a kernel representation
for a large class of bounded operators on the full Fock space. It is shown that the
kernels form a Banach algebra. Having established the definition of processes and stochastic
integrals we go on to prove an Ito formula and use this for examining stochastic evolu-
tions and constructing dilations of special completely positive semigroups. Explicit solu-
tions of the corresponding stochastic differential equations are given.

§ 1. Introduction

In non-commutative probability theory (quantum stochastics) one tries to
develop a stochastic description of quantum systems. One of the first tasks is
to develop a concept of white noise (as a model for a quantum heat bath) and
to develop a stochastic integration with respect to this white noise in order to
couple it via Langevin equations to other quantum systems, (cf. [Kiim2, 3,
Maa2])

Replacing the classical concepts of random variables and probability meas-
ures by the functional analytic concepts of operators and states, the characteri-
zation of 'white noise' will read in the following way. (cf. e.g. [AFL, KiimS,
Spe2])

Definition. Let & be the ring generated by all semiclosed intervals [s, 0
dR. An n-dimensional white noise is a quantum stochastic process ((//)/e&, Jl,&, p)
in the sense of [AFL] with

31 - Mi Pi) —> (^> P) , pi = p ° J i ,
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where JL is the free *-algebra with n generators x1} ••• , xn, such that:

i) y/1u/a(^i)=y/1(^i)+//B(^i) f°r *=1» • • • > " and disjoint /!, /2e.£.
ii) the distribution of the white noise is stationary, i.e. pT depends only on

2(1), the Lebesgue measure of /.
iii) y/jM), y/2M), ••• , ;/rM) are independent for re^Vand disjoint A, 72, ••• ,

But whereas the meaning of independence is clear in the classical case, we
have some freedom in the non-commutative case : Let

fl1:=y/1(fl), a2:=y/8(a) with aejZ and /i</2,

where /i<"/2 means: z"i<z2 for all ^e/i, z"2e/2.
Then Kiimmerer [KiirnS] demands in his theory of 'generalized white noise'

a factorization for time-ordered products, e.g. p(alalazaz}=p(ciial)p(azCLz}, but
no apriori rules for calculating expressions like p(a1a2a1az) are given. Adding
different rules for these expressions leads to different forms of independence
and thus to different classes of white noises. Until now only two forms of in-
dependence have been used :

i) the bosonic case: Elements from independent algebras commute. Ac-
cording to the work of Schurmann [Sch] we know that we can realize
the corresponding bosonic white noises with the help of creation, an-
nihilation and gauge operators on a symmetric Fock space.

ii) the fermionic case: Elements from independent algebras anticommute
(given a graduation). This leads to white noises which can be realized
with the help of creation, annihilation and gauge operators on an anti-
symmetric Fock space. ([Sch])

The corresponding stochastic calculi were developed by Barnett, Streater,
Wilde [BSW1, 2] and in an extended version (including Ito's formula) by Hudson
and Parthasarathy [HuPl] and by Applebaum and Hudson [ApH]. It should
be noted that the bosonic and fermionic calculi are essentially equivalent (see
[HuP2]), although the corresponding white noises are of course distinct.

Voiculescu [Voi] introduced another form of independence, called 'free'
independence. In [Spe2] we examined this free independence from a quantum
stochastic point of view. In particular, we started to show that all free white
noises can be realized with the help of creation, annihilation and gauge operators
on a full Fock space. A complete treatment of this will follow in [GSS].
Thus we are left with the task to develop a stochastic calculus for these
operators in order to couple free white noises as heat baths to other systems,
i.e., to give meaning to Langevin equations with respect to free white noises.

While there is some hope that the bosonic and fermionic white noises may
be of some use for describing physical situations, at least after taking some
(weak coupling or singular coupling) limit (cf. [Dav, Diim, FGo, GaC]), the
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physical significance of free white noises is yet unclear. In this context it may
be interesting to note that the free analogue of the Gaussian distribution gives
the distribution of large random matrices with respect to the trace (see e.g.
[Wig, Arn, Voi2]) and that the latter were used by Wigner [Wig] for model-
ling complex physical systems like heavy nuclei.

The stochastic calculus on the full Fock space was developed in [Spel],
The stochastic calculus for the creation and annihilation processes will be pre-
sented in [KSp]. The inclusion of the gauge process in this treatment presents
some problems. Thus we redeveloped the whole theory in terms of a kernel
representation, which allows the inclusion of the gauge process in a canonical
way. This theory will be presented here. This kernel method is formally
analogous to the corresponding method for the bosonic case, which was de-
veloped by Maassen [Maal]. We want to stress the difference, that we des-
cribe with the kernels bounded operators on the full Fock space instead of un-
bounded operators on the symmetric Fock space. This allows us to consider
the space of the kernels as a Banach algebra of bounded operators. In the
bosonic case we can only deal with an algebra of unbounded operators. Further-
more, in our case the kernel representation is not only a nice reformulation of
the existing theory of [KSp], but it is essential for dealing with the gauge
process.

First we will make some conventions used in the following (see e.g. [Dill]):
For a Banach space X and a finite measure space (F, 2, p) we will denote by
LP(F;X) (l^£<oo) the Banach space of all equivalence classes of Z-valued,
Bochner-integrable functions /: F-+X, equipped with the norm

I /P

We recall that the simple functions (i. e. the functions with finite range) are
dense in LP(F; X\ For p=oo we denote by L°°(jT; X) the Banach space of
all equivalence classes of X-valued, Bochner-integrable functions /: F-+X,
equipped with the norm

||/IU:=esssup{||/(a))||!aier}.

We recall that functions with countable range are dense in L°°(Fm
f X\

By 2(Rn) we denote the Borel subsets of Rn and by HLA the characteristic
function for A^2(R).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the definition and
some fundamental facts about the full Fock space and the creation, annihilation
and gauge operators. We also outline the main ideas of the kernel representa-
tion. In Section 3 we define the kernels and their corresponding operators and
show that the set of kernels forms a Banach algebra. We go on to define pro-
cesses (Section 4) and stochastic integrals of adapted processes with respect to
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creation, annihilation and gauge process (Section 5). In Section 6 we establish
an Ito's formula. Having shown the existence and uniqueness of the solution of
linear stochastic differential equations (Section 7) we use Ito's formula in Section
8 to derive necessary and sufficient conditions on the coefficients of stochastic
differential equations for the unitarity of the solution. Such unitary solutions
are used in Section 9 for constructing dilations of special completely positive semi-
groups. Our kernel representation allows us to give explicit solutions of the
differential equations.

§ 20 Some Basic Facts about the Full Fock Space

Let M§ be a Hilbert space. Then the non-symmetrized or full Fock space
of c^o is the Hilbert space

n=l

where Q is a fixed unit vector. Hence the scalar product is given by (fx,

, /l

For each f^M0 we define the left annihilation operator /(/) and the left crea-
tion operator /*(/) by

The operators /(/) and /*(/) are bounded and mutually adjoint. Furthermore

We will also write: l(A}:=l(HLA) for A^S(R).
We will only consider 3CQ=L\R) and denote 3(L\R)) by 3.
For Ie8(R) we define

as the C*-algebra generated by all annihilation operators adapted to /. Then
O(/) is as a C*-algebra isomorphic to the Cuntz algebra CL [Cun, Eva]. It is
characterized by the relations

/(/)/*(*)=</, *>1 for /, g^L\I] .

It is important to note that because of these relations we can write a product
of creation and annihilation operators in the following standard form:
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with n,l^N0, /„
Furthermore we define gauge operators analogously to the bosonic case (cf .

[HuPl]). For each T^B(L\R}} we define the operator />(T)e=B(ff) by:

We have

If T is compact then p(T) is an element of CL, because T may be approxi-
mated by operators Tn which have finite rank. For such operators we have a
representation of p(Tn) by creation and annihilation operators : For example,
for the operator of rank 1 (f1}

il : L\K)— > L\R\

we can write p(T) as
For T, Ti, T^B(L\R)\ f^L\R) we have the following additional rela-

tions :

Kf)P(T)=l(T*f)

P(TV*(f)=l*(Tf).

We are especially interested in the multiplication operators Th defined by

Thf=hf,
for h$EL°°(R). We have

\\P(TJ\\B&=W\L-OB.

We will also write p(h):=p(Th) and especially

for A^S(R). Since subsets of measure zero play no role, we can write p(s,t)
:=P(ls, *])=/>((*, 0)=-.

Since multiplication operators are not compact, the operators p(A) do not
belong to the Cuntz algebra O^ for 2(^4)^0.

We now want to define a stochastic integration, where the gauge process
is allowed as an integrator too. Thus we want to give meaning to expressions

like \G(f)dl(t)F(t\ where dl(t) denotes one of the three integrators dl(t\ rf/*(0

and of dp(t\ and G and F are processes from some time interval K into a
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suitably chosen subspace of the bounded operators on the full Fock space. The
appearence of two processes, one on each side of the differential dl(t), is forced
by the absence of any commutation relation between freely independent sub-
algebras. Thus, even if G, F are adapted, we have no chance to reduce the

above general form to the usual one, namely to \H(t)dl(t).

We could try developing this theory by copying our stochastic integration
theory [KSp] for creation and annihilation process. Thus we would replace
the C*-algebras 0(1} by

But then we are at once confronted with the problem that we cannot define all

S t
dp(t)=p(Q,t).

o
Since p(A) is a non vanishing orthogonal projection for all A^2(K) with A(A)
=£0, we have for all t^t' :\\F(t)-F(tf )|| = 1. Thus we can not approximate F(t)
uniformly by simple functions and the usual definition fails for expressions like

Of course it is clear how we should try to define M : Let, for each r, a parti-
tion of / in r disjoint subintervals I?=[tk

r, f*+1) (k=l, ••• , r) of the same length
be given. Then define

M:=lim S />(0, #)/(/£).
r-»°o k=l

We have to check in which topology this limit exists and whether it is inde-
pendent of the chosen partition of /. By estimates for the norm it is possible
to show that M can be defined indeed as an element of 6(K) in this way, and
we could try to extend the theory of [KSp] in this way. Instead of following
these lines we will present here a kernel calculus which gives a more elegant
representation for a big class of operators on the Fock space and for the de-
finition of stochastic integrals. In this way, it allows a self-contained solution
of the above problem.

Because of the above algebraic relations for the elements of 6(R), it is
possible to write a product of creation, annihilation and gauge operators in the
standard form

with n, l^NQ, ft, gi^L\K) and /ieL°°(J2) (where this form shall implicitly
include the cases where no /*, p or / appears). Thus every operator of 6(R)
can be approximated by sums of operators of the above form.

The idea of the kernel representation is to describe operators which have
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the above standard form by functions according to

- /(*m) <-> / "A® -

In this case the kernel is a function on RnxRxRm. If we now close the space
of this functions in the 'right' norm (L°°-norm for p, L2-norm for / and /*),
then each element of g<».i.o : = L°°(E; L\RnxR1)) corresponds to a bounded
operator on the Fock space. Now consider processes from a time interval
KdR to the space of kernels in 33cn>1>0. At the first sight we would define
this by L°°(K, S<n '1- I>)=L00(A:; L%K; L\RnxR1))). This corresponds to the
usual definition as the closure of the simple functions and would face us with
the problem mentioned at the beginning. But in this representation we can
extend this space in a natural way to the larger space L^KxR; L\RnxRl)\
The difference lies mainly in the replacing of the C*-tensor product L°°(/iC)®
L°°(R) by the J7*-tensor product L00(K^L00(R)=Lao(KxR). In this way we
extend the space of the allowed processes crucially— e. g. the above mentioned
F is an element of L°°(KxR; Lz(R°xR°)\ but not of L°°(K; L°°(R; L\R*xRQ)}\
A further advantage of this representation is that the definition of stochastic
integrals is possible in a uniform way for all allowed processes — not only for
simple ones.

In view of our stochastic integration theory there is also another way to
look at the kernels: the kernel f ( t l } ••• ,tn\z\ Si, ••• , sz) will correspond to the
operator

Thus our integration theory is a theory of iterated integrals and the definition
of the kernels and their corresponding operators is just an explicit definition of
these iterated integrals. With this in mind the definition of stochastic integrals
in Section 5 might be more reasonable. This point of view may also be useful
for a transfer of [UP] to the full Fock space.

We also want to point out that one can realize /*(/), l(g) and p(h) with the
help of the bosonic creation, annihilation and gauge operators (see [PSi]), but
that this isomorphism does not imply the equivalence of the corresponding
stochastic calculi, since the notion of adaptedness is not respected.

§ 3. Definition and Properties of Kernels

We now want to consider kernels corresponding to operators on c#0£F,
where M is a separable Hilbert space ('initial space'). Then a kernel is a
mapping

f ( a m , z ;
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where R is the (measure theoretic) direct sum of R° and R1, and F is the
direct sum of all Rn (n^O): Let R° : = {$}, X*:=dB. Let I1 be the Borel-tf-
algebra of R* (S°: = {Q, R0}) and ^ the Lebesgue-measure of R1 restricted to a
compact subset K£LRl, e. g. we could choose Ki=Ki

f where K is the time
interval appearing in the definition of processes.

Then define

(R} S, l):= © (Rn, In, tn)=(RQ, 2°,
71=0,1

The restriction of the kernel / to RnxRrxRl (n, l^NQ; r=Q, 1) will be
denoted by f^-r-l\

Thus we can write
/= 0 / C » . r . 0 f

where the sum runs over all triples with n, l^NQ and r=0, 1.
All our essential considerations will be for fixed (n, r, l\ and then we will

lift everything from the single summands /c7 l- r-° to / by taking an ^-direct
sum.

Dsfinition8 The space of kernels is the Banach space

. r . l > . 11/11,,.= S ||/cn,r,0||<03})

(.n,r,) ( f t . r . O

where the Banach spaces Scn ' r-° are defined by

The space SC 7 l > r ' ° may be considered as a subspace of the J3(«#)-valued
functions on RnxRrxRl.

Thus the norm on •gcn. ' - .z) is given by

where sup denotes the essential supremum with respect to 2r. As a set we
can consider S in a canonical way as a proper subset of L°°(R; Lz(FxF;

We write now

and notice
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L\r-, JC),

where

r-+JC ^-measurable;

We make the following notational conventions: For al=(tl, ••- , tn

and <72=(si, ••• , sk}^Rk, we define the connecting

and the transpose

In particular, we have aQ=$0 = 0. We will also often use the differential
formula

Furthermore, for a=(t1} • • - , tn}^Rn we define:

max ((7):= max ^ (max(0):=0)
<=! ,— ,n

f! (beg(0):=0)

fn (end(0):=0),

and aal with 7eS(/2) stands for {^, ••• , fn

If a)^Rs is given, then
S

Q)lZ(l)2. = (s>

denotes the sum over all a)lf z, a)2 with ou^R1, a)2^Rk (0^^, /^s) and
(r=Q, 1) with (DiZQJz^d).

Now we map a kernel /eS3 to an operator F on 3C(g)3 = Lz(r ; M) in the
following way:

where the integral is interpreted as the Bochner integral of the mapping

v ' — > (o>i ; z ;

Note that the sum reduces to one summand if f — f w . r . n for fixed (n, r, /):

(F^-^Xai**).^^

for ojie.fi71 and
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Examples.
1) /=/ci,o,o)eS(i,o,o) with /(f;0;0)=g(OZ,, where g^L\R} and

Then
}= 2

which gives for £=*(g)/i(8) ••• (g)/n with f^L\K) and %e^T (i.e

i.e. F=
2) /=/co,o,i)e29co,o,i) with /(0; 0; s)=g(s)L) where g <= L\R) and

Then we have

and thus F=L$$l(g).
3) /=/co.i .o) eggco.i .o) with /(Q; z; 0)=A(0)L, where

Then we have

and thus F=L®p(h\
4) iMore generally the kernel /^/c^.^.o^^c^.r .o with

(/„ gv^L\R\ AeL°°(^2), L^B(JCy) corresponds to the operator

5) The identity on JT®£F corresponds to the kernel id=id c 0-0 > 0 )eS c o-0 > 0 ) ,
given by idc°'°'0)(0; 0; 0)=lBCjf), where 1S(^) is the identity on M.

Theorem 1= a) We have ||F||̂
particular, F

b) T/zg mapping

fs injective.

Proof, a) Let F ( n ' r > 0 be the operator corresponding to f(n<r>l\ Then
/= © /cn . r .o implies /r= ^ Fc n ' r-°. Thus it is sufficient to show
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because this gives at once

I|F|| = |I S F<*-r-l>\\< S ||F<»-'-»||^ S I l / c n ' r - £ ) l l
Cn.iM) in, r.l) <.n,r,l1

For proving the inequality let £e£F.

- SSHS"

thus

In (*) we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz-inequality for the integration with
respect to v.

b) Consider

We have to show that the corresponding kernel

(B, r, l~)

vanishes.
We write F: L\F'; 3C)-+L\r\ &) as a matrix

0 n^Q mso

(with F ^ m ' n ^ : L2(Rn', ^)-^L\Rm\ ^)). V/e have
n n-1

£=max(0,7i-m) i=maxco, n-m")
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Here we view /rcm-i.n-i]^^ -m a canonicai way as the operator according to

L\Rn ; JC)=L\Rn~l

Thus F can be written in the form

/ j7(0,o,0) ^7(0,0,1) j7(0,o,2)

_|_J7C2 , 0 , 3 )

J7C3.0.0) _4_J7C

Now ^=:0 implies F^-^^O for all m, n, thus F<Q'°'l>=0, F^-°'^=Q and ^^,1,0
+jpcn^i.o.i+i)=o for n, l^Q. It remains to show that F^-1-^ and F<n+l-°'l+l>
vanish singly.

We need an additional argument, which consists mainly in recognizing
that ^cra+i .o. j+i) acts on the first component as a compact operator, whereas
pen, i, i) acts as a multiplication operator. For simplicity, we will only treat
this for the case n=2 and J=3: F=Q implies F^'^=F^'2^=Qf and thus Fc2-°-3)

.i.2)=o. This implies for almost all tlf tz

, sl

for all feL2(123; ^f).
For x, y^£C we define

Choosing |(s3, sa, S1)=r3(s3)r2(s2)r1(s1)3; with rs, rz, r^L\R), we get
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*%°'3)^> f,; 0; si, s2, s3)r1(s1

+ Uy "-'v'8^1'*2' Sl'

for almost all ^, J2. Let now vl^L2(R). Then we have

i%°'3)ai, U\ 0; si, s2, S8)ri(si

for almost all f2. This is now an equation of the form 0=(F!+F2)r3, where
Flf F2^B(L\R}} and F! is a Hilbert-Schmidt-operator, in particular a compact
operator, and F2 is a multiplication operator. Since a multiplication operator
Fz^Q on L2(jK) is never compact, we get F1=F2=Q, i. e. both expressions in
the brackets in the above equation are zero for almost all t2 and s3. Since this
is valid for arbitrary rlf r2, v1^Lz(R)) it follows I2 X /l3-almost surely that

/i%°'3)(^ t*> 0; si, s2, s,)=<x, f^0'*\t1} t 2 ' , 9 ; s1} s2, s3}yy=Q

and ^X/ixA2-almost surely that

Since ^T is assumed to be separable, we can choose a countable basis B of Jf.
Then we have the above equation for all (x, y)^BxB. This implies:

/C2>0>3)0?i, tz; 0; Si, sa, s3)=0 ^xr-almost surely

/ ( 1 > 1 > 2 ) t f i ; ^2; Si, s2)=0 ^X^XA2-almost surely,

i.e. /c».o.»=o and /<1 '1-2>=0. O

Now we want to rewrite multiplication and adjungation for the kernels.

Theorem 2. Let /, ge$ 60 kernels and F, G^B(M®<3] the corresponding
operators. Then we have:

a) F* is given by a kernel /* with

b) F'G is given by a kernel f*g with

(a ; z ; v)= S \f(0',zm, VI^CTT* ; z2 ;
viZ2V2=vJ
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Remarks.
1) We also have (f*g)*=g**f*.
2) The formula for f*g is only a compact notation for the algebraic rela-

tions between p(h\ l(g} and /*(/). With

we have of course
/*£= S /C7ll> ri' Zl)*gcn2> r2- *2> .

( w i . r i . h )
(n2. r 2 , Z 2 )

Thus it is sufficient to write down /'"i.'-i.^+gc^.rB.za) for all (W l > n, /x) and
(w2, ra, /2). There we have to distinguish different cases, according whether
the p are absorbed by a / or by a /*, or whether two p merge together. This
is a little bit costly, but each case is simple. For completeness we give all
cases. If (HI, rlf /O and (wa, r2, /2) are given, then also the triple (n, r, I) of
h=f*g is determined according to the following diagram.

ri rz (n, r, I) (f*g)(<r ; z I ^)=

/!>na 0 0 («!, 0, /i-

0 1

1 0 (nl9 1, /i-

0 0 (ni+H8-/i, 0, /a) /C^i; 0; w)^*aa; 0;

0 1 (wi+wa— /i, 1, W

i<n2 1 0 (7Zi+w2--/i, 0, /a) \/(^i ; beg((72) ; ^(7r*(T2; 0;

i<na 1 1 (ni+n a— /i, 1, /a) J/(^i; beg((72);

1=na o 0 (n l f 0, «

!= n2 01 (n lf 1, /a)

i=wa 1 0 (n1} 1, /a) J /(<7 ; ^ ; ifig(n* ; 0
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Of course we assume: v^^—v, v^Q and
The three terms for f*g in Theorem 2 correspond to the three possi-
bilities /!>7Z2, li<nz and li=nz in the above diagram.

Proof of Theorem 2. a) It is sufficient to show the assertion for fixed
(TZ, r, /). Let Fc r e ' r 'Z ) be the operator corresponding to /<» . r ' *> and H<l-r-n'> the
operator corresponding to f*tn>r>l>. We have to show: Hil'r'n>=F<n'r'l>*.
Take £, 7)GJC®g=L\r '; M). Then we have

Since this is valid for all f, r^^M®^, the assertion follows.
b) This proof requires the checking of the formula for /cni . r i , i i>*gcn 2 , r 2 l i 2>

for all (ni, ri, /O and (n2, r2, /2). We will only treat the case /i>na. The other
two cases are analogous. Let F, G, H be the operators corresponding to f,g,h,
respectively. The formula for h: = f*g reads in our case as

where 1=^— n2+/2. We have

= S
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(*)

In (*) we have integrated over v2 and used the definition of G in terms of g.
Thus it follows that H=F-G. O

Theorem 3. We have

l l /*l l»=ll / l l»
and

\f*g\\x£\\f\\*\\g\\*.

i. e. 33 with the involution /•->/* and the multiplication (/, g}^>f*g is an involu-
tive Banach algebra.

Proof. The assertion for /* is clear.
For f*g it is sufficient to prove the assertion for fw\-ri>li>*gtn*r*l9>. We

will only do this for / i>w2 . The other cases are analogous. Let h: = f*g. It
follows that

= sup

(*)

; z;
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{supJJ |gc»,.r2, l8)(7r* ; z,.

In (*) we have used the definition of h=f*g and split the integration with
respect to v into integrations with respect to vly zz and ^2 with v=i>1zzuz. In
(**) we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz-inequality for the inner integration with
respect to TT. O

§ 4. Definition of Adapted Processes

Now we introduce processes with values in 33. Again, they will be defined
as ^-sums of processes with values in S c n > r ' Z ) . Canonically, we would define
the latter as elements of L00^; S3c re ' r>0), where K is a compact subset of R.
This corresponds to the functions from K to S3 C 7 l > r ' Z ) which can be approxi-
mated in the norm sup te^||/j(7l 'r i°il by simple functions. According to the
remarks at the end of Section 2 this set is too small. Using our kernel repre-
sentation for S c n- r ' l ) it is reasonable to replace L°°(K;Wn>r'l^=
L°°(K; L°°(Rr; L\RnxRl; B(«#)))) by the bigger set

^cn.r.o :=L«(KxRr ; L\RnxRl ; B(3t}}} .

Of course, this only makes a difference for r=l. This extension is a crucial
step, because e. g. the process F(t)=p(Q, t) will correspond to the characteristic
function on the triangle A={(t, z) \ Q<z<t}. This characteristic function is an
element of L°°(KxR), but not of L°°(K; L°°(R}}.

Furthermore our processes have to be adapted. This reads in the following
way.

Definition. We call /c» .»- ,o e j M cn,r .o adapted, if we have
almost surely:

f}n-r>l\a;z;v)=Q for

If we introduce the notations

for ffzvfil ^ n x^ r X ^-almost surely}

then the adaptedness of / may be expressed as: For almost all t we have
/ te=8(-oo,f).
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As usual it does not matter whether / is open or closed. Thus we can
write »&, f.) for »([flf f,])=»((flf f,))= -

Definition. Adapted processes are elements of

= {/= 0 /<»• ' •» | /"• r-' )e6<»-'-»;||/ |[.:= S l l /C B- r-" l lo , . r .»<«>},
C n . r . J ) ( r a . r . O

where

^c» , r . i> js adapted}0

Thus the norm on s^-7"'^ js given by

where sup denotes as usual the essential supremum with respect to 1 and lr ',
respectively. As a set we can interpret e as a subset of

Examples.
1) The process F(0=/(0, 0 corresponds to the function ^P^-^ee^0-^

given by
f 1, for (Ksrgt

«0;0;s)=H1 0, else.

2) The process F(t)=p(Q, t) corresponds to the function ^=/>co, i ,o) e e co, i .o)
given by

1, for Q^z^t

0, else.

§5. Stochastic Integrals

Now we can define the stochastic integrals for all /, gee in a uniform and
simple way.

Definition.

ingt*dlt*ft is defined by: m(a;z\i>) is only different from zero
TO

for max(<mO=max(p)=f with T0^^Ti. In this case we have with

i
ri

gt*dlf*ft is defined by: m ( a ' , z ; v } is only different from zero
r0
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for max(0zv)=max(a)=t with T0^^Ti. In this case we have with

S
ri

gt*dpt*ft is defined by: m(a; z\v) is only different from zeroTQ
for max(0zv)=z^Q with T^z^T^ In this case we have

d) m:=\ 1 f t d t is defined by

mO; z; u) =

The above definitions are of course to be understood as 'almost surely', i.e.
we choose a representative for / and g and then we obtain a representative
for m. On the arguments where m is not defined uniquely—this happens
exactly if t occurs more than once in v or a, i.e. on hyper surfaces in Rn+r+l—
we set ?n=0. The measure of all these cases is zero, so no difficulties arise.

We have

S gt*dl**ft:=:[\ f**dlt*g*} .TO \Jr0 /

Now we define analogously to [KSp] for /= 0 f^n-r^\

Thus, / is that part of / which contains only annihilation operators, and / is
that part of / which contains only creation operators.

Because of the adaptedness of g and / we have

lgt* l*d/e*/i=j

and

( TI
gt**

Furthermore the indices of / and g determine the index of m, and we have
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(That the integrals belong to 33 will be shown in Theorem 4) More generally,
we have

G Ti \
htdt]

TQ /

(7 i , r ,n CT,

O T-L \dn,r, Z) l-l

gt*dlt*ft) = 2TQ / TQ

Q T-, \ C r a , 0 , Z )

Tgt*dpt*ft) =0

02"-,

TQ

T

C 7 Z , 1 , Z )

Remark. It is easy to see that, for simple functions, this definition coincides
with the usual definition as given in [KSp]. To see this consider for example

/i= 2 Ki^fi and gt= 2
i — l i — l

with /^[^ fi+1), /if g,eSB(-oo, ^) and /t=/f. Then

is given by (t=

m(a ; z ;

The corresponding operator M is thus given by

(Aff )(<»)= 2

= S

k
2 2

2

There, Fj, Gi are the operators corresponding to /*, gt.
In (*) we have used the definition of m and split the integration over v into

integrations over vlf t and ^2 with v=v1tv2. The conditions in the definition of
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m (t=max(a)1zn1tvz)) are automatically satisfied because of the adaptedness of
gt and ft.

Theorem 4. Let f,g,h^e and define

S T CT CT

htdt, mz: = \ gt*dlt*ft, m5 :=\ gt*dpt*ft.o Jo Jo

Then m1, m2, ra3e33(— oo, T), and we have:

Proof, a) Adaptedness is clear from the definition of the integrals.
b) We have

.= sqpr j J||m1CB- r- l\a ; z ;

z<=RrJJ I JO

g sup

Isup ([{Tr||A/»-'-"(ff ; 2;
zeflrJJ I Jo

TsurJo ssup " r - f f ; z ;

In (*) we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz-inequality for ZCo,
Thus it follows that

II«1II»= S llm1'"-''''!!

c) We have

First we consider
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; z; v1)/s
(0'°'I-I-°(0; 0;

1^(0,0, 1-1-0(0; 0;

{Jll/i°'0'I-1-<)(0; 0;

In (*) we have used the definition of the stochastic integral with respect to dlt

and then split y into u^uz-
Thus it follows that

l|m»||8= 2 llm^^-^ll
C n . r . l )

^ 2
(ra, r , Z ) i=0

d) We have m<n'*-l>=Q and

First we consider
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; 0;

(compare part c)
Thus it follows that

I|m'll8= S

<" V II r rCn. 0 .0)11
=2 2j \\g Ik ra .O. I k o . O . Z )

e) It remains to show that all stochastic integrals are measurable functions
(Bochner integrability includes measurability). It is sufficient to see this for
fixed indices of /, g and h. To see this, consider first special /, g, h : Let
them be functions with countable range from L°°(KxRr ; L\RnxRl ; B(.#))) and
L°°(KxR°; L\R°xRk; BC#))), respectively, i.e.

with A, Ci^2(KxRr), Bt^2(KxR°)f g\ hi^L\RnxRl; BW) and
L2(RQxRk ; 5C#)). Then we have

; z; „)= 2 fc (max(iO, z)^*(tf ; i/O^
*,^-i

%

(with p=pimax(y)i;2) and

C-CO. 2)(max (a))Xc-oo. 2)(max (v)) .

These three functions (regarded as functions in z) are measurable and are thus

S T
left, z)dt is a

measurable function.)
Since /, g, h of the above form are dense in e, the assertion for general
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/, g, h^e follows from the shown norm inequalities. O

§6. Ito's Formula

In the following we put K=[Q, T]. Given processes /, g, h<=e we can
define new processes by

ml: = \ hsds
Jo

5 t
gs*dls*fso

Theorem 5. // /, g, h<^s, then m1, m2, w3ee, and we have

Proof. The inequalities follow directly from Theorem 4.
It remains to show that m1, m2, mB are measurable functions. But this is

clear if we look again at the form of these integrals for /, g, h with counta-
ble range (part e) of the proof of Theorem 4, replace T by t): For example,

^co 0(2) is a simple function in (t, z) (but not in t alone!), and \ %c,-(s, z}ds
Jo

and 2(0lo(niax(v)) can be approximated by simple functions. O

The differential equation

dmt=gl*dpt*fl+gt*dlt*ft+gt*dlf*f!+htdt
(*)

(with ma^33(— oo, 0)) is now a formal notation for the validity for almost all
t^K of

mt-

Theorem 6. Consider /*, g*, h^s (/=!, 2, 3). The process m^$ is a solu-
tion of (*) if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled for almost all

=ma+ \tgl*dp,*fl+ rgf*d/.*/f+ \'gl*diy*fl+ ('hrfs .
Jo Jo Jo Jo

i) For r=max((7r^) with O^r^t we have
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mt(a ; r ; u)=ma(a ; r ; v)+g\(a ; 0 ; 0)/K0 ; 0 ;

ii) For r=max(0zi>1rv2) with Q^r^t we have

mt(a ; z ; Vir

\ /is

in) For r=max((7ir(T2^v) with 0^

mt(ffir0t ; z ; iO=ma((7ir

S
£
h^a^a^; z; v)ds .

iv) For max(0-zv)<0 ^^ have m£(cr; z; v)=ma(o', z\ v).

Proof. The assertion follows directly from the definition of the stochastic
integrals. <0

Theorem 7 (Ito's Fomula). For e , f , g, free consider

S t
g,*dll*fto

S s
es*dll*hs ,o

where dl\ and dl\ denote any of the four symbols dps, dls, dlf and ds. Define
mt:=ml*rrit. Then we have for all

S t rt _ rt
£«*d/J*/,*77zi+l 77lJ*0,*rf/i*A,+ \ ^s*(/s*es)CO'

o Jo Jo

where dls is given by the following diagram:

dl\\dll dps dlf dls ds

dps dps dlf 0 0

dl* 0 0 0 0

dls dls ds 0 0

d s 0 0 0 0

Proof. Since the definitions of multiplication and stochastic integration are
explicity given, we only have to put the definitions of all expressions into Ito's
formula and compare the two sides of the equation. Thus the assertion follows
from a straightforward calculation.

On the other hand, these calculations are very tedious because we have to
distinguish many cases. For illustration we will here present only the short
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computation for dl\—dps and dl2
s=dps. Let z=max(oizv) with Q^z^t. Then

we have

= 2
"IJJj

+
ffiZlff2=aJ<72*0

(;r* ; 0 ;

= 2

; 0 ; 0)/,(0 ; 0 ; *)ml(w* ; 0 ;

; 0 ; w)e,(w* ; 0 ; 0)A,(0 ; 0 ;

; 0 ; 0)/.(0 ; 0 ; *)*,(** ; 0 ; 0)A2(0 ; 0 ;

=g,(G ; 0 ; 0)- (/2*m2
2)(0 ; 0 ; v)+(m2*e2)((7 ; 0 ; 0)- A,(0 ; 0 ;

+^2(^ ; 0 ; 0) • (»*,)(0 ; 0 ; 0) • A,(0 ; 0 ; v)

— \ gs*dps*fs*mz
s+\ ml*e8*

; z; v).

One sees directly the vanishing of the expressions corresponding to Theorem 6
ii), iii) and iv). This gives the assertion. O

§7. Stochastic Differential Equations

For constructing stochastic evolutions we have to consider linear stochastic
differential equations of the form
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f dvt=vt*{gl*dpt*ft+gl*dlt*fl+g*t*dlt*ft+htdt}
(*) 1

I vQ=va^^8(-oo, 0)

The mere transfer of the corresponding existence and uniqueness theorem of
[KSp] is wrecked on the fact that in the estimate for the integral with respect
to dp (Theorem 5) the length of the integration interval does not appear. The
following example shows that this is a serious problem.

Example. Let JC=C. We are looking for the solution of the stochastic
differential equation

dvt=vt*gt*dpt
(**)

For g we choose the process g=gc l>0f (0 with

Then g is an element of £c l '°-0) . The kernel gt corresponds to the operator
(1/VTX*(0> 0 which has, independently of t, the norm 1.
Thus we are looking for v^e with

Jo

Let vt= © vin-r*l\ Then it is easy to see that (note vfn-0-1>=0)

Jo

This can be solved iteratively and we find

0 else

( 0 else
But now we have
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Hv C B ' l i 0 ) l l ?» . i . o )= sup sup(- [ vin-l-'\tl9 - , * B ; * ; 0 ) l a d f i - dtnieco.n ZGR J J

r* r « 3 f « 2 111 1
= sup sup \ ••• \ I — — - ---- -r-dtidtt — dtn

t<=LO,Tj z&R Jo JO Jo £ fra tn-i tz

=1,

5£2
dti=tz etc.

o
Thus, ||t/cn-1-0)||Cn,i.o)=l, and in the same way | |z/0-0 '0>]|c0 >o,o)=l and H
= 1. (By the way, the other v<-n-r>l'> vanish.) This means

i.e. (**) has no solution in e.

Luckily, for our dilations we will only need the special case of (*), where
ft, gl ht («=0, 1, 2) are operators in B(JC\ i.e. where they are elements of
£co,o,o) e jn ^ig situation we have again an existence and uniqueness theorem,
because in this case the integration with respect to dp can only appear once
in the iteration procedure.

Theorem 8. The stochastic differential equation

0 = Va^^8(-^f 0)

has a unique solution v(=s, if /°, f\ fz, gl, g\ h^t> and go^oco.o.o^co.o.o

Proof. As usual we try an iteration procedure on [0, to] : vl=va and

^2). We get

glJ/l.WM*lJ/l.+foliAU.
Since g°=gW.°.v} we now have

Vr~1*g°= y] (^r~1^p-°)Cn.°.0)r:r y^ ^r-lC7i,0,0)^p.OCO,0,0)__^r-l ; j {^.0

We use
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o

(integration with respect to dp can only appear once) to conclude

Together with the above estimate for \\vr—vr~l\\s this guarantees the applica-
bility of Banach's nxpoint theorem (for double iteration), and thus the assertion
follows. O

Remarks. 1) We may choose a canonical representative of v in the fol-
lowing way: Define

Vt=va
jr civ,

for every t^K. The right side of this definition does not depend on the choice
of the representative.

2) Contrary to the situation in [KSp], the canonical representative may be
discontinuous. For example, the solution of

is given by vt=id+pt, which corresponds to V(t)—lJ-p(Q, t). This process has
no (uniformly) continuous representative.

§ 8. Sioclis-stic Evolutions

Next, we try to find conditions which guarantee unitarity of the solution
of our stochastic differential equation. Again we restrict to a special class of
differential equations, namely

dut=ut*{et*dpl+gt*dlt+dl?*ft+htdt}
(*)

where /, g, h^s and e=e^'Q'°^£^'Q'*\
Note for the following calculations that elements of £ c ° -° ' 0 ) commute with

all differentials (e.g. et*dpt=dpt*et=dptet).
By the differential equation for M*

duf={dpt*ef+dl:f*gt+ff*dlt+h:fdt}*u?
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and by Ito's formula, we find as a necessary condition for unitarity of ut

Q=d(uf*ut)

The next lemma enables us to conclude the vanishing of the coefficients of the
single differentials.

Lemma 1. Consider a, b, c, d, e, f, h^e and

dmt~at*dpt*bt+Ct*dl?*dt+et*dlt*ft+htdt .

a) The following conditions are equivalent :
i) dmt=Q.

ii) For almost all (t ; a ; a^ ; a* ; z ; v ; ul ; v2) we have

ht(o',z\ p)=0.

b) In particular, dmt=0 implies for almost every t that

ht=Q.

Proof, a) By the definition of the stochastic integrals, the implication
is clear.

For the reverse implication we consider

S t rt rt ct
as*dps*bs+\ cs^dlf^ds-\-\ es*dls*fs+\ hsds .o Jo Jo Jo

According to the assumption we have mt—^ for all t. The following considera-
tions are valid almost surely.

For ( a ; z ; v ) with z=max((jzv) and z^t we have

Q=mt(a ; z; y)= az(a ; 0; 0)6,(0; 0; v)+ \ hs(a ; z ] v ) d s .
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For 1 1 2 this implies
0=a , (<7 ;0 ;0 )W0;0 ; iO ,

i.e. the first assertion.
For ( a ' , z \ v ) with a—a^a*, r=max(<7zv) and r^t we have

S t
h,(0', z\ v)ds .

For 1 1 r this implies
0=c r ( a 1 ; 0 ;0 )d r ( ( j a ; z ;p ) ,

i.e. the second assertion.
The third assertion is proved in the same way.
Furthermore we have

(mt 2— m t l)((7; z\ y)=l /zs((7 ; z; i^)^s=0 for
J«i

Because of the adaptedness of /* we have for all t1} t

S£2 rmaxC(;;2;v) f i2

/zs(o- ; z ; v)ds= \ /zsO ; z ; v)rfs+ \ ht(a ; ^ ; p)rfs =0 ,
ti jt± JmaxCt r j z jy )

i.e. ht(0; z\ v)=0 almost everywhere.
b) This follows from a):

(c t*d t)(ff ;*;»)= S c t ( c7 1 ; 0 ;0 ) r f { ( (7 2 ; z ;p )=0
fflCT2=(T

and in the same way for at*Et and et*/t. O

This lemma gives us the following three necessary conditions for unitarity :

ef+et

Contrary to the case without dp (e£=0), where these conditions are sufficient,
ut*u?=id gives us another condition. Ito's formula implies

Q=d(ut*uf)

+ Lgt+ft+gt*etl*dlt+lht+ht+gt*gf']dt}*ut.

We use lemma la) (for dpt) to conclude (note gj<E£ c ° ' ° ' 0 ) )

Q=(ut(et+et+et*ety)(0;9; 0)-M?(0; 0; ^

= ut(a; 0; 0)-(e t+ef+e t*ef)(0; 0; 0)-w?(0; 0; i;) .
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Multiplying this on the left by w?(0;0 ; cr*) and on tne right by M t ( v * ; 0 ; 0 ) ,
integrating over a and v and considering

; 0;

=id(0;0;0)

we conclude et+ef+et*ef=Q.
Thus we have the following necessary conditions

The first two equations are equivalent to et — wt — id, where u^ is unitary.
Then the other two equations give ft — — u>t*g* and ht=ihf—(l/2')gt*gf with
hi self ad joint. These conditions are also sufficient.

Theorem 9. Let g, hs^e and w^£^Q'Q'Q\ and let for almost every t the
kernels wt be unitary and hi self adjoint. Then the solution ut of

( uQ=id

is unitary for every t.

The statement 'ut is unitary for every f means: The canonical representa-
tive of u^e is unitary for every t.

Proof. The assumptions imply at once that ut*u?=id for every t. (Note
here the validity of Ito's formula for every t.) For wt: = uf*ut we deduce the
following differential equation (with ft= — Wt*gf, ht—ihs

t— (l/2)gt*gf):

(dwt={dpt*et+dlt*gt+ft*dlt+hfdt}*wt

Q= id.

A small extension of the proof of Theorem 8 shows that the solution of this
stochastic differential equation is unique. Since wt— id is a solution, we find
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Wt=u?*ut=id for every t. O

Example. For gt=hf=Q and wt=W-id with unitary W^B(JC) we have
the differential equation

The solution is given by ut=id+(W—I)pt, which corresponds to £7 00=

§ 9, Dilations

With the help of our extended stochastic calculus we are now able to give
additional dilations of the completely positive semigroup Tt=et2 on B(3C). The
generator 2 shall have the form

B(JC)

where H, L^B(3t) and H is self adjoint. By S£ : 3*-*3 we denote the shift on
the Fock space, (compare [Lbl, HuPl, KSp])

Theorem 10. Let ut^e be the solution of the stochastic differential equation

where W^B(^) is unitary. Let U(t] be the unitary operator on M®3 corre-
sponding to ut and let Tt for t^Q be given by

ft :

Then ft is a dilation of Tt, i. e. the following diagram commutes :

Tt

where

and
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EQ:

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 7 in [KSp]. O

Note that we have not demanded that our dilation be stationary, i.e. we
have not addressed the question whether there exists a state which is invariant
under ft. (cf. [FGo, FMa, Kuml, Maa2])

Finally, we want to give explicit solutions for the differential equations
appearing in Theorem 10. More generally, we consider differential equations of
the form

dvt=vt*{dptP+dltR+dlfS+dtT}
(*)

with P, R, S, T^BW. The analogous equations on the bosonic Fock space
were treated by Maassen [Maal].

Definition. The w-tuple a=(tl9 U, • • • , tn) is called time-ordered, if we have

Theorem II. Let P, R, S, T^B(M). Then the solution v^s of (*) has the
following form :

i) azv not time-ordered: vt(o ; z; v)=0.
ii) min(<7; z\ y)<0: vt(<r ; z ; y)=Q.

iii) ffzv=(ti, ••• , tn) time-ordered and 0^^^ ••• <tn<t:

where
P if ti=z

R if

S if f,e

Proof. The equation (*) is equivalent to

[tvs*dlsR+{tvs*dl*S+ ['v.dsT .
Jo Jo Jo

Since the solution is unique, we only have to check whether the given z; is a
solution. We will verify the conditions given in Theorem 6.

If azi> is not time-ordered or if min(<7ziO<0, then it is easy to see that
these conditions are fulfilled.

Consider now azv=(tlf ••• , tn} with 0^^^ ••• <tn<t. We only check the
condition ii) of Theorem 6, i.e. we assume tn^v. Then we have to show that
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vt(a; z\ Vitn)=vtn(a; z; vJR+ vs(a; z\ v)dsT .
Hn

This is valid, because the left side is equal to

and the right side is equal to

S t
V s ( 0 ; z itn

=vtn(a ; z •

=vtn(a-,z; ^

The other conditions of Theorem 6 can be verified in the same way. O
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